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Abstract. The role of models in the design of computer systems to support interpersonal and cooperative work is examined. It is argued that the current generation of models over-emphasise determinism at the expense of interpretation in the work process. It is
further argued that there are many cases in which designs pass between many different
professional groups (office workers, managers, analysts, designers, programmers). Each
of these groups has its own worldview and specialised language, and hence they are
termed "semantic communities". When designs pass between semantic communities,
something is lost and something is gained -- but the objects on which each community
works are not commensurable. The distinct objects of work (office problems, analyses,
designs, programs) do not map onto each other, and cannot be mutually tested using
simple truelfalse criteria. This is termed a problem of "ontological drift", and arises whenever several distinct semantic communities work on the "same" system. It is suggested
that the disparity so often observed between design expectations and the ways systems
are actually used is therefore quite normal. Current efforts are directed at eliminating the
disparity. We suggest that a more fruitful approach might be to accept that the final determination of a system rests with the users. In the long run this might give rise to different
types of design principles than those used at the moment. In the short run, even the
consciousness of this perspective could make significant differences to design dialogues
and attitudes to "users".

Introduction
The use of abstractions and modeling is ubiquitous in the development of computer-based systems for office work. A variety of methodologies have been developed to advise on how to perform such activities and ensure some veridicality between the model and actual work practices1 -- with mixed results, as witnessed by
1

Including at least the following: SADT (Ross & Schoman, 1977); Structured Analysis (Yourdon,
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the results of evaluations of such systems in the workplace2 . While some simply
argue for more powerful representational forms, and more resources to be provided
to the systems analysts and designers, there has been a growing awareness that the
problem is not simply one of forms or resources, but more fundamentally, of an
inappropriate concept of what is "captured" in the model. Rather than viewing the
models embedded in designs as implementable accounts of work processes, they
should be conceived as heuristic devices that provide resources on particular occasions for particular groups of people. 3
Our concerns developed while investigating the recent spate of design models
that have been proposed for modelling group communication in the CSCW arena.
Our investigation has three strands:
• a number of critical points on the theoretical grounding and practical use of
models of people and work in the- design of systems and applications to support cooperative and, more generally, interpersonal work processes;
• a developing account of the analysis, design, implementation, and use process in CSCW (and, more generally, computer support for interpersonal
work).
• application of the critique to clarify the design process, analyse current applications, and identify some ways of improving CSCW system design.
This paper will concentrate on the second strand: an account of the design-to-use
cycle. This is intended to capture some of the problematics and difficulties of design. It is not intended to be a full critique of current design models, or to provide
pointers for improvement. The latter will be the subject of further papers.

Some Comments on Models and Modeling
Our goal is to develop an analytic case against an objective reality that can be usefully "captured" in a model and subsequently used as a sufficient basis on which to
develop a computerized system. Our critique relies on the centrality of interpretation
in the conduct of work4, and also on the fact that the development of computerbased applications requires the collaboration or involvement of a variety of distinct
communities -- workers with different skills, analysts, developers, programmers,
etc. This necessary heterogeneity poses a number of problems which cannot be removed simply by ensuring good "communication" between the differing groups.
The issue is more fundamental, arising out of the different practices of the groups
and the essential incommensurability of their world views and language.
1982); DPSL (Zisman, 1977); leN (Ellis et al, 1980); DAM (Hammer & Sirbu, 1980); and JSD
(Jackson, 1983).
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See reviews by Auramaki et al (ms) and by Schmidt (1990b).

in the sense that Suchman (1987) sees plans as resources for action
See, for instance, Berger & Luckmann, 1967, Latour & Woolgar, 1979, Wynn, 1979, Suchman &
Wynn, 1984, GerSOfi & Star, 1986, Suchman, 1987.
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A distinction between the nature of description and that of interpretation is relevant. Here, we wish to focus on practical issues, without detailing the philosophical discourses on realism vs. constructivism. A view of modelling that sees it as
merely description of an accepted reality, or an abstraction of it, can lead to serious
difficulties. Accepting that there is a sense in which all description is really interpretation (see Geertz, 1973) causes us to be more careful in ascribing veridicality to
our models. Models are then seen as interpretations, as constructions, which for
some purposes, under certain conditions, used by certain people, in certain situations may be found useful, not true or false. We thus see the modelling process as
one of reframing rather than describing or abstracting.
We will now look at some examples with these distinctions in mind. For purposes of illustration, we will use activity/role models from some recent CSCW
work. We intend to do a more thorough investigation of a comprehensive set of
models in a later paper. As our example here we will refer to the specific group
communication models cited in Hennessy, Benford and Bowers (1989) . The intent
of these European projects (COSMOS, AMIGO MHS+, AMIGO Advanced, and
MacAU II) was to create "abstract models of groups communication" and to address
"critical limitations" in existing services. We hope that the similarity to other CSCW
models will be apparent, and that the outline of our general doubts can be gleaned
from this limited case. Our specific concern was the way the concepts of "role" and
"activity" are defined and used. Each time the term "role" appears in the examples
below, one may ask whether it is intended as a description, as an interpretation, or
as an element in a self-contained design dialogue that is independent of any office
reality.

Example 1: Notes on COSMOS
"Actions -- These are divided into exchanges, which are elementary communicative acts involving at least two participant roles and usually one object; and encapsulated actions (EA's)
which do not involve any exchange (eg. creating objects)
Rules -- these define the conditions under which actions can occur"
Roles -- these are agents who initiate actions. A role may be played by an individual user, a
collective, or an automated process"
Conditions -- these are expressions, resolving to true or false, which define the context in
which rules are triggered."

Example 2: Notes on MacAU
"During the performance of an activity, people are assigned to roles, and they follow the rules
associated with those roles. Messages are created, and their rules direct their transfer between
workspaces. When a message arrives at a workspace, the workspace notifies the appropriate
role instances that a new message has arrived, and one of the role instances processes the message according to its rules."
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Example 3: Notes on Amigo Advanced
"Roles -- Within each activity. a set of role classes is defined. Each member of the group
must be associated with at least one role that is an instance of one of these classes. The class
definitions include the functions that instances of this class of roles may perform or request to
be performed, and the message object types that can be sent or received."
"Rules -- These are used to derme how each role is expected to behave during the execution of
an activity."

In these examples there is a strong logico-mechanistic, or deterministic picture,
consistent with the goal of machine implementation. Complementing this, in many
CSCW papers, there is an absence of reference to specific office situations, or to
the many sociological and anthropological studies from which the central notion of
"role" is derived. This provided us with a catalyst for an initial set of comments.
* There is a constant temptation for designers to confuse the models with an
underlying reality.
* The models impose an ordering on people and or events, often unilaterally.
* The models are difficult for "users" to understand and thus
* preclude people from appropriating and re-working the model in situations of
use.
* The models do not define their basic concepts adequately.
* Emphasis appears to be on model form and elegance over actual coverage and
practicality or usefulness.
* Emphasis is on "determinism" at the expense of "interpretation" in work processes.
* The models embody an inappropriate correspondence theory of truth, and
thus
* make the untenable assumption of a specifiable, one-to-one, decontextualized
relationship between an instruction and the action that satisfies it
Our first attempt to understand the design process, and our notes on role and activity models, resulted in a simple diagram shown in Figure 1.
used to build
REPRESENTATION

SYSTEMS (abstract

•

"automating a fiction"?

formalism)

a neutral
pIcture

imposed

1
WORK .......

_

WORKERS/USERS

Figure 1: A sketch of some steps in the design-use cycle.
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Here we attempt to summarise our understanding of a process that moves from a
situation in the world to a representation, then to an implementation of the representation in a computer-based system, and finally to the re-entry of the computerised
representation into the original workplace.
This understanding links several quite distinct perspectives. The language of
work is abstracted in a language of representation, useful to analysts. This is transformed again into an abstract formalism, chosen for its usefulness to the system
implementers. The resulting system is then imposed on workers/users, taking a
critical perspective, and changes the nature of the work that the representation was
built on. This is a cycle that has clear potential for catastrophic change via a positive
feedback loop.
Apart from this obvious danger, Figure 1 suggests to us that there are aspects
that need further exploration. The role of interpretation needs a larger place. The
different groups involved in the design process need to be clarified. Following
from this, the type of interpretation made by each of these groups also needs exploration.

Comments on Interpretations & Communities
Interpretations
Here we would like to suggest that the concept of a dialectical movement between
an object of interpretation and interpretation itself can assist in understanding the
problems and may be useful in designing applications. There are two central points.
The first is that all work involves interpretation. This is often easiest to see when a
misinterpretation happens. For instance:
"On being informed by her postmaster that she need no longer include "R.F.D.2" in her address, a Westport matron we know informed Bonwit Teller, among others, of the fact. Her next
bill from Bonwit was addressed to:
Mrs. Hillary Jones
Eliminate R.F.D. 2
Westport, Conn." (Goffman;1974)

Even success in carrying out supposedly "low level" clerical tasks can be seen as
having almost miraculous interpretive qualities. For example, Goffman (ibid) observes how infrequently secretaries, when taking shorthand, record as part of the
text words that were meant as comment on it, especially given the subtlety of the
cues which differentiate on-record and off-record streams.
Goffman is suggesting a different conception of role. A "role", for instance
"secretary", is a way of stating what someone is doing with respect to other people
in the same social milieu. When such as label becomes useful in the work context,
it slides (often imperceptibly) into being seen as a description. This does not raise
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problems when it is used in the context in which it arose. A problem does arise
when the "role" in question does not originate with the group in question, and
ceases to be the property (or part of the ontology) of the original actors (see the earlier CSCW examples). Making sense of each other and the work situation is not
given a priori. This is admirably caught in the following quote from McDermott,
Gospodinoff, & Aron (1978).
"In addition to sharing knowledge about each other, and whatever it is they are doing together,
actors .... struggle to make sense of each other and do work to help generate the kinds of
recognisable contexts for common sense to be achieved from one moment to the next. As
Garfinkel .... has pointed out often, the problem facing people in interaction is never simply
one of shared knowledge or overlapping interpretive grids. No matter how much people know
in common, they must still work at constructing the environments that their mutual knowledge leads them to expect, and any relaxation of this effort can have disastrous consequences.
People never know know exactly how to make sense of each other. "

This introduces the second point: knowing a person's "role" is rarely sufficient
in order to understand what is happening in work interactions. The actual interaction is achieved moment by moment, with respect to a local context, which cannot
be determined in advance. Reducing the complexities of such interactions and ignoring the local negotiations required to perform the work leaves one with a gloss
on the work process. This may be adequate at one level for certain descriptive purposes, but becomes positively disruptive if it is viewed as adequate to support the
ongoing work process as the framework of a computer system. In such cases the
actual way work is accomplished is not supported through the system, leading to
ways of working around the system that have been documented by Gasser (1986).

Communities
The creation of computer artefacts almost invariably involves cooperation that
crosses group, professional, and subcultural boundaries. The difficulties of working in situations where several groups have different practices, traditions, and
working objectives are well known. Different groups, professions, and subcultures
embody different perspectives. They communicate in different "jargon". Much of
this cannot be translated in a satisfactory way into terms used by other groups,
since it reflects a different way of acting in the world (a different ontology and
epistemology). Distinct groups of this sort will be referred to as semantic communities. 5
Recent efforts within the systems development process to emphasize the importance of good communicative practices between these differing semantic communities attest to the difficulties that are experienced. The problem is not resolved by
promoting the necessity of open communication -- since this assumes the different
5

This is a term coined to describe a distinction of importance. but the term itself should be regarded
as tentative. It has affInities to other concepts such as "communities of practice" or the feeling of
"we".
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groups can be framed in a single semantic world. The meaning of terms is not
transparent across groups, for example:
"...each functional department has its own set of meanings for key terms....Key terms such as

part, project, subassembly, tolerance are understood differently in different parts of the company" (Savage,1987, cited in Schmidt,1990a)

In such a situation the task of the systems analyst is not simply"getting it right",
as there is no clear "right" answer. As Gerson and Star (1986) note:
"No representation ..... is either complete or permanent. Rather any description is a snapshot
of historical processes in which differing viewpoints, local contingencies and multiple interests
have been temporarily reconciled."

In order to understand how representations (in particular the idea of "role" discussed in the CSCW designs earlier) come to be reified6 , the concepts of interpretation and semantic community have been introduced. The interplay of these two
concepts leads us to a third important concept that will be discussed next, which we
shall call ontological drift.

Ontological drift
This is the shift in meaning that can occur when knowledge artefacts (maps, designs, models) move between semantic communities. The process starts when the
object ofan interpretation and the interpretation itself change places. This "flipover"
(Robinson, 1990) has been noted by several authors. In the activity of authoring:
"Talk about dividing the labor of writing is likely to include plans for the paper (Kraut et al.,
1987). Writers, however, do not "execute" plans in the same sense that programs do. Instead,
writers use a plan as a resource in deciding what to do while they are writing (cf. Agre &
Chapman, 1989). Often, the partially completed product plays an important role in the process:

the partially completed product becomes part of the task environment and
constrains the subsequent course of the design (Flower & Hayes, 1981; Kaufer et
al., 1986)." Neuwirth et al. (1990) [our emphasis]

Here it is clear that the paper is, at first, an interpretation of a plan. The flipover
happens when parts of the paper that are written become the object that the authors
interpret in the subsequent parts of the paper.
A similar observation is made by in a discussion of of how groups work with
symbols they create on the whiteboard they can all see in Xerox PARC's COLAB:
".... whiteboard items hold a dual status as elements in the conversation and elements that may
be conversed about." (Tatar et al. , 1991)

Such flipovers in the process of writing (and discussion) are often useful and
creative, reflecting developing moments in the understanding of a subject matter on
the part of the authors. Similar flipovers in the process of software creation are
often positively dangerous. This is because the process almost invariably happens
between, rather than within, semantic communities (office workers, managers, ana6

ie. Interpretation and self-contained dialogue replaced by simple "description".
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lysts, designers, programmers, customers). In the process of writing, the authors
can always recapture their original intentions in their plan by throwing away the
draft text that is acting as a new constraint on them. However, when the divide
between communities is crossed, such a recovery is no longer possible. 7 The interpretation of one community becomes an object for interpretation by another -- but
the original object of interpretation is lost in transit. There is nothing to refer back
to. The original interpretation has been established as part of a different "reality"
(object of interpretation) in the new group. 8
Figure 2 9 illustrates the problem of software development in a humorous but
instructive fashion. Successive elaborations (interpretations) usually occur at an
ever increasing distance from the basic need and use situation. When a feasibility
study is passed to analysts, it is convenient to assume that it is a veridical map of
the work process. The cartoon illustrates that a specification which respects the entities and relationships in the analysis is naturally assumed to apply to the work situation. We and the cartoon question this. In the end there may be no relationship
between the ontology and epistemology of the artefact and that of its intended use
situation. When such a situation arises, the people doing the work may respond in a
variety of ways. For instance, Mackay (1990) in a field study notes that "a number
[of users] spent a significant amount of time retrofitting new "improved" software
to be like the old familiar software. Some avoided using the software altogether."
Less commonly, but interestingly, recipients may invent their own uses that are
outside the original design intentions.

7

We concentrate here on an exploration of what happens when "models" move between groups -the discontinuities of meaning based on discontinuous realities termed ontological drift. None of
this should be taken to imply that there is a stable "reality" within groups and communities. Here
it is a common experience that meanings, emphases, and significances are mobile and negotiable.
But this is a drift of an ontology, not a drift between ontologies. The emergence of new readings
within a community may even exacerbate the gap between communities, making one community
even more opaque to another.

8

A note on the epistemology of ontological drift:
A major point here is that we should acknowledge our own perspective in talking about different
semantic communities and ontological drift.... where are we speaking from? who sees ontological
drift? are we asserting some vantage point on the moon where all human problems can be seen
objectively? The answer is that the ideas are inferred from problems we have seen when one group
attempts to utilize the terms, distinctions, or artifacts of another group.... From particular cases,
which, once spotted, can often be resolved, we infer a general situation that is much more
intractable.
The status of the inferred construct is that of a fairytale. It would be naive in the extreme to believe
on the one hand that there is a "warp" in the transit of representations between groups that
precludes the applicability of a correspondence theory of truth -- and yet to claim that the construct
that denotes this inherently mysterious process can itself be testable or measurable.
Ontological drift, like "phlogiston" or "paradigm", is a structuring metaphor that may playa
useful role in design dialogues. It is not, to use one of Gregory Bateson's metaphors, an attempt to
count the number of bats in a Rorschach inkblot test. The question is not whether there are
"ontological drifts", but whether positing the concept gives a new or richer handle to understand
the problem of mismatch between user needs and designed systems.... ie. is it "useful" as distinct
from "true"?

9

adapted from a worn and much copied cartoon whose origins are lost to us in the mists of time.
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what the user asked for ....

what the feasibility study said ...

what the system analyst designed ....

what the programmer did ....

J 1"
\
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,
-'-

what was installed at the user's site.....

what the user really wanted !

Figure 2: Some products of ontological drift......

One of our initial comments on design models was that: "there is a constant
temptation for designers to confuse the models with an underlying reality." The
comment now appears too simplistic. There are several "realities" to be taken into
account. The objects of the work of each community are not usually related to the
(commonsense) underlying office reality at all. Each deals with an object that may
be several "flipovers" from the work process.
First there are interpretations of a work situation produced by those who do (or
who are responsible for) the work. These interpretations are not the work itself, or
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even a description of it. They are provisional hypotheses produced in a particular
dialogical context. While they remain in their original context, connected to the
hands-on experience of getting the work out by the end of the day, they are constantly subject to reconstruction.
"Oh, did I say that? Well really what happens is ......."
When the analysts take away their notes on these interpretations, and start to
explore the inner connections and structures, the interpretations have been reified.
They have to be "fixed" or it would not be possible to work with them. But this
does not make them into veridical descriptions. The first "flipover" has happened.
When the notes cross the boundary between the two semantic communities of office workers and systems analysts, the living connection to the original work process is lost. The notes become the object of interpretation in a different work process -- that of producing analyses.
Another "flipover" happens when the finished analysis is passed onto the design
community. The analysis loses its status of provisional interpretation of notes,
memories, doubts, and intuitions, and becomes a "fixed" object on which the design work can be performed. A further discontinuity occurs when the analysts pass
their model on to the programmers.....
Our account causes us to revise another of the initial comments on design models. We said: "the models do not define their basic concepts adequately." This creates an illusion that design may be improved by better definitions. There is an assumption that a definition can "drop through" all the semantic communities to a
common core. This may simply not be possible. Definitions may be quite adequate
in their own communities, but do not translate or transfer between communities.
The question is not one of adequate definitions in each domain, but of how these
definitions might relate to each other. In other words, it may be a dangerous illusion to believe that models (especially those that have crossed semantic boundaries)
can "correspond" with "reality".l0 We are squarely in the area of Wittgenstein's
(1963) language games. The question is not how to verify propositions. The
essential problem is how to integrate activities that are taking place on different ontologicalfoundations. 11 The question is one of competence rather than truth.

Some Further Issues and Questions
The analysis sketched above has lead us into a number of interesting areas, and we
will mention a couple that we are currently pursuing. One is a review of the various
design methods that have been developed; the other is a reflection on how the is10

related to our earlier comment that "the models embody an inappropriate correspondence theory of
truth".

11

"If a lion could talk, we would not understand him" (Wittgenstein, 1963: 223) nicely illustrates
the extremes of different ontological foundations. In practice we would expect to fmd complex
relations of intersection and differentiation among the multiple ontologies in question.
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sues raised here might be better taken into account in the design process itself. Let
us take these in tum.

Design Methods
It appears possible that the wide range of design methods can be understood as responses to different perceptions of the underlying phenomenon of ontological drift.
The following paragraphs are initial pointers to work that might be done in this area
in the future, and should not be taken as arguments or analyses.

* "Don't see the problem....."
The assertion, implicitly or explicitly, of a correspondence theory of truth in complex system design can be taken as a symptom that the issue of ontological drift is
simply not recognised. It would be interesting to know whether, and under what
circumstances, any system based on this assumption has been accepted as useful!

* "Make unifying dictionaries....."
It is most uncommon for epistemological and ontological premises in the design
process to be examined, but the problem can often be sensed. A symptom of this is
when designers attempt to provide a set of tight defmitions that are assumed to transcend the differences between semantic communities. This is frequently a hopeless
task, as noted earlier, since it ignores the interpretive processes illustrated in the
Figures. A definition may be appropriate and work well in its own ontological domain -- but will not "drop through" onto the different ontological domains.
Nevertheless, definitional structures proposed by methods that use successive formalisms (eg. Jackson's (1983) Structured Design) may work well in situations
where ontological drift is low -- but this is not an assumption that can be generally
made, especially where CSCW applications are concerned.

* "Bring the users closer to the designers...."
The strongest sense of the dangers of ontological drift can probably be found
among researchers and developers within the broad church known as the
Scandinavian Tradition. Here we find a serious diversity of attempts to "involve
users", and thus, in our terms, bring about some closure on the process of ontological drift. For instance, Pelle Ehn (1988:116) says:
"If designers and users share the same form of life it should be possible to overcome the gap
between the different language-games. It should at least in principle be possible to develop the
practice of design so that there is enough family resemblance between a specific language-game
of design and the language-games the design of the computer artefact is intervening in. A mediation should be possible."

Typically, work such as this engages in a struggle to recognise and legitimate the
semantic diversity of different work communities and to link "end-users" (and
hence the living work situation) into all phases of the design cycle. Some of the
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practical problems experienced in this endeavour relate to the difficulty of maintaining both a recognition of distinct semantic communities and of evolving systems
based on user correction mechanisms.

* Bring the designers closer to the use situation
Another response to the problem is the endeavour to make designers more appreciative of the nature of the work they are supporting with information systems.
Such an approach, with its problems and prospects, is explicitly considered by
Curtis et al. (1988). Their paper is a critique, and response to the lip service commonly paid to the idea that analysts and designers should understand the business
they are currently working on. Recognizing these difficulties, and providing resources for more serious efforts to bring them closer to the work process would be
an improvement -- but it is not clear that such efforts would avoid the dilemmas
mentioned in the previous paragraph.

* Structural coupling
If it is accepted that the mix of problems concerning interpretation, different semantic communities, and the limited applicability of classical scientific verification procedures do raise major difficulties, then the complex conceptual apparatus elucidated by Maturana (1988) might be useful. In particular his idea of "structural
coupling" might be used in design as it explicitly pays attention to different ontologies in action, and of interchanges between them. To date, the one major attempt to
embed this framework in systems (the CO-ORDINATOR -- Winograd & Flores,
1986) has been the subject of much dispute and criticism (eg. Grantham & Carasik,
1988; Robinson, 1991).

Design Research
Switching now from design methods to design research issues, the process of
ontological drift leads to an expectation of discontinuity, surprise, and unanticipated
use of designed computer systems. While such experiences are endemic, they have
rarely been subject to close examination or welcomed. Our approach argues for
more sympathetic attention to be paid to these important phenomena. This is already
beginning within CSCW -- for instance, Mackay's field study (1990) on the use of
rules in prototypes of Information Lens; Tatar et al. (1991) on conversational disruptions in COLAB; Bullen & Bennett (1990) on the highly selective appropriation
of features from a welter of office coordination tools. Faced with the "creative misuse" of designed artifacts, we are exploring what it would mean to undertake design work with a more paradoxical and self-critical expectation of "unanticipated
use".
One particularly exciting area for further research lies in the exploration of "turn
taking" and its support in CSCW systems. This complex yet universal aspect of
human interaction, resting as it does on a mix of procedures, conventions and
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moral orders offers an interesting nexus for the concerns of many disciplinary
communities within CSCW. Further, the gaps between current protocols implemented in meeting support systems, diverse workplace social conventions, and
ethnomethodological analyses of conversational flux seem prima facie examples of
ontological discontinuity. This offers the possibility of examining the clash between
embedded and enacted conventions, and the differences between premeditated support for work, and the facilitation of unanticipated use.

Conclusion
We have attempted to develop an analytic case against the implicit belief in a
"reality" that can be usefully "captured" in a model, and used as a sufficient basis
for the development of computerized systems to support interpersonal work processes. The process of interpretation and reinterpretation is central, not just to the
work practices of offices, but to the work of analysis, design, and implementation.
The passing of work between different semantic communities, each with their own
ontologies, epistemologies, and conventions; each interpreting and recontextualising the products of other communities, generates a phenomenon we term ontological drift. There is no simple correspondence or mapping between analyses, designs, implementations, and the flux of work into which systems are placed. Better
definitions have a role within semantic communities, but do not address the issue of
the discontinuities that arise when models cross semantic boundaries. Here the
problematic is one of integrating activities that take place on different ontological
foundations.
.
It is suggested that closure is imposed on the process of ontological drift by
those who end up using (or not using) the system. It is inherent in the process of
ontological drift that the type of closure achieved cannot be anticipated with any
certainty. If this is not taken into account in the design dialogues, the fmal outcome
may come as a nasty surprise to all concerned. If it is taken into account, even in
broad terms, expectations of the nature and results of the design process may
change considerably.
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